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The rēp Community 

2016 in Review  
and a 2017 Sneak Peak 

[This review is abstracted from the Annual Report made to the Vine Associates, Inc. Board. Board members 
include Dr. Charlie Self, Don and Jessica Smith, Virendra and Kim Vase, Greg Yu, and Brett and Lyn 

Johnson. It covers activities of the rēp Community and Vine and The Institute.] 
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David Ebenezer and the Lagos Team being trained in 2017 

Note to readers… 

ACTION: throughout this report you will see Action Opportunities. These are places you can participate. 
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Summary	of	Ac,on	Items	  
(see	last	page)	

1. Training	

2. 2018	Execu8ve	Intensive	

3. India	Venture,	2018	

4. The	Kingdom	Summit	

5. Bizcipleship	

6. The	Big	Weekend,	South	Africa	
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Things that happened in 2016 

• Lyn continued Heartistry and held one “Heartistry Experience” in 2016 in France. 
Heartistry had a 2nd birthday. Content is growing, as is following. Work on rēp 

leaves little time for Heartistry, but it is progressing! 

• Published three books: X-Ordinary, The Availability Index, and The 

Initiative Index. Updated LEMON and published 3rd Edition in SA. 

• Worked with the Board on a transition to Johnsons basing out of Cape 

Town for a season; you supported us. 

• Launched the rēp Marketplace Mentors in the USA. 

• Married Gareth and Linda, officially. 

• Brett and Lyn made the move to Cape Town, rented a condo in a 

community with lots of support for Heartistry, and a church that has a 

growing appreciation for rēp. 

• Spent extensive time priming, growing, nurturing the rēp Community in 

Cape Town. Held many recruiting events to which hundreds of people 

came. 

• Gareth and Linda continued to offer POD-level training in Bay Area, and 

will do so again in 2017. 

• We shared the Foundations of God and Business (100 Class) many times. Lots of 

time recruiting… and motivating alumni to recruit, which they did in South Africa. 
Their efforts filled the classes. 

• Did work for some clients in Western Cape, but limited. 

• We held our 3rd Kingdom Summit in Nigeria in October 2016. Over 1,000 attended, 

and visitors watched the livestream. Had specific Nigeria/SA bridge-building focus. 

• Hosted delegation from Namibia in November.  

• Did work to assist projects in preparing for funding proposals (with Shalam/Louis). 

• Work continued on preparing for The i4 Center: website completed, product 

offerings defined, and relationships with potential clients developed. http://
thei4center.com  
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Calendar overview  

Month Activities

January South Africa. Fay and Davey visited for Christmas. 
10-P Booster in Cape Town with alumni – well received

February Lyn taught at DTS in France 
Brett: 10-P Booster in Johannesburg, plus Kingdom Economics / Repurposing 
Capital, rēp teaching weekend. Thanks, Brenda for setting up. 
Floated the idea of more time in SA with the Vine Board… they agreed 
Published X-Ordinary on iTunes store

March Executive Intensive, Paarl at Danny & Garitha’s venue, D’Olyfboom 
Attendees came from South Africa and Nigeria; excellent time. 

April Bay Area, meetings with Vine Associates board 
Conducted a celebration service for Gareth & Linda Seeto! 
Finished shooting rēp training videos  
Lyn went to Hawaii and spent time with her parents

May Heartistry in France – deeply impacting experience with people encountering 
God in amazing ways 
Brett in Cape Town.

June South Africa 
Published The Availability Index and The Initiative Index on Smashwords 
from the air on my way to visit family in Charleston for my 60th birthday. 
Thanks for the amazing 60th affirmations, everyone!

July Lyn – East Coast to visit parents  
Brett & Lyn – California ~ surprise 60th celebration (Thanks, Gareth & 
Linda) 
Visit from Davey… late on Sunday evening. Wonderful. 
Send off by rēp Community; many prayers, much support

August Convergence seminar in Cape Town a few days after we landed with Tommy 
O’Kennedy of Half Time SA (Tommy attended Intensive in March). 
Lyn produced a Heartistry 8-week study that was piloted in Chicago – she 
had excellent feedback and this could become a publication, in time.

September rēp training in the Bay Area led by Gareth and Linda Seeto (ran through 

December) 
rēp informational meetings held in and around Cape Town; about 60 people 
attended 
Did Foundational Principles consulting for a few companies.
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!  
This	chart	will	be	the	subject	of	a	presenta,on	I	will	record	and	make	available	to	the	rēp	Community	shortly.	Where	would	you	say	

you	are	on	the	journey	to	becoming	a	societal	transformer?	

October Brett and team in Nigeria for The Kingdom Summit – excellent event 
Installed trainers for rēp training for 2017 
Lyn to East Coast; father’s funeral; Brett joined Lyn on East Coast 
Quick visit with Jessy and our grandsons in Charleston. She is a great mom!

November Cape Town: More rēp meetings, and rēp Leader Meeting to discuss “pay-it-
forward” ideas for Ventures and training scholarships.  

■ I shared some fresh revelation on the context of our journey as rēp-ees. (I 

shared this again when in the USA in April – see insert below.) 
Meetings at The i4 Center with potential clients 
Visiting alumni helped on projects 
LEMON session for Johannesburg client / student leaders 
Dug deeper into conversations around “Repurposing Media” with Nudge and 
Rob Schermbrucker.

December Build out of The i4 Center (http://thei4center.com ) 
Kelly Eng volunteered at The i4Center while on vacation in Cape Town 
Visit from Lyn’s mom, Brett’s mom and family, including Fay 
2017 Planning in Cape Town 

Month Activities
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Trips, Ventures, Intensives 
There were no Ventures in 2016 

Our focus was on finishing the POD training transition, and testing this in the US and 
India. The format is working well. We will continue to make improvements, but I think we 

can now offer it to other marketplace organizations, churches and missions groups who are 

wanting to impact businesspeople and the marketplace. ACTION: So, to our alumni, your 

church, your business, your small group… you can lead training where you are. 

Executive Intensive, March 2016 
This was our first Intensive in South Africa, and was well-

received. We had two participants from Nigeria, and the rest 

from South Africa. It was a good start for SA; people were 

impacted hugely again. This is a great format for reaching 
people of influence; it would be good to promote this more 

widely in North America and elsewhere.  
ACTION: Alumni, choose your favorite exec, and bring them 

to SA late March in 2018 to the next Intensive. Space will be 
limited, so apply soon. 

Chennai, India, July 2016 – 10 Year Reunion 
• Initiated by Virendra 

• Well attended by about 70 people 

• A new team was formed to handle the event 

• Virendra “installed” that new team, with Bernard as the leader 

• Thomas transitioned to a new role on the team 

• Team focus now: “The following would the areas of Focus for the year 2017 with 
specific activities detailed for Jan-Mar There are a total of 5 areas identified. 

o CLIENT TRACK 

▪ To strengthen existing clients through well-structured monthly programs 
RESPONSIBILITY: THOMAS STEVENSON 

o VENTURE TRACK 

▪ First Retail Venture planned for 18th Feb RESPONSIBILITY: ANAND 

o STARTUP AND BUSINESS LAUNCH TRACK 

▪ Initiate more believers ministering in the “Market place” Help setup new 
businesses RESPONSIBILITY: ALBERT RAO 
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o STRENGTHEN CONSULTANT TRACK 

▪ Equip Consultants with the knowledge and skills to implement each P in a 
business RESPONSIBILITY: ALBERT RAO 

o INTERCESSION TRACK 

▪ Deliberate focus on Intercession, Teach and Implement Prayer to be an active 
ingredient RESPONSIBILITY: SUNEERA ABRAHAM”  

 

!  

ACTION: Never been on a Venture? Plan to come to India in about March 2018 for a Venture. 

Dates to be confirmed. Contact Virendra (US) or Bernard (India) for details. 

The Kingdom Summit: October 2016 
This was the third Summit; it feels like traction is being 

gained, and our continued investments into Nigeria could 

result in long-term fruit. Some highlights: 

• Brett held additional rēp meetings outside of the 

Summit; there is strong interest in training. 

• About 1,000 people attended, again. The format 

was good; people were impacted. Some good Holy 

Spirit moments on Saturday evening. 

• Elaine Tai has made every Summit in Nigeria. Nox 
came from Johannesburg (Intensive Alum, and 
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Louis from Cape Town… none of us got there easily!) Natchi handled social media 
from Chennai. 

• Special thanks to our “outside” speakers, Troy Stremler (US), Kriek Bekker (SA) 

and Peter Bronsveldt (UK). They did a great job. 

• We engaged the young professionals, and cast the vision for them to do training. 
The King’s Court agreed to focus more attention on this, and have lent support.  

• Thanks to Ben Akabueze and team for hosting us. 

ACTION: Plan to join us at the 2017 Summit which is the middle week of October, the 

week of October 10-16. (I will even lend you my pink outfit.) Email me. 
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The	team	of	visi,ng	speakers	who	travelled	with	us	to	Lagos:	Marc,	Troy	Stremler,	BreG,	Noxolo	
Kahlana,	Elaine	Tai,	Louis	Rossouw,	Kriek	Bekker,	Peter	Bronsvelt.
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Post-Summit activities 
• Benue State: we hosted Governor Ortom and 10 key leaders from his state at The i4 

Center. This has led to a proposal for Transforming Society. 

• New trainees: we have 27 new rēp trainees in Lagos. There is positive participation 

and excellent feedback.  

“So	much	is	happening	in	my	life	--	God	repurposing	me	--	like	a	revival,	more	of	
'brokenness'	and	this	am	grateful	for.	I	think	with	the	training	and	the	en8re	process,	it’s	like	
am	dying	to	self	and	learning	to	completely	trust	God.	My	defini8on	of	success	has	
completely	change.	It's	a	different	world	en8rely,	but	I	believe	God	is	enough	for	me.	There's	
no	passion	for	my	personal	agenda	again	or	posi8oning	myself	to	reach	goals	I	set	out.	My	
daily	thought	is	how	to	posi8on	with	what	He	is	doing,	work	with	Him,	and	also	be	a	
blessing	to	others.	Now,	If	He	tells	me	STOP,	I	will.	If	He	tells	me	GO,	I	will.”	--	David	Ebenezer	

!  
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Training – rēp – 2017  
We have our largest training class in our history, with 90 people in the 101 class in Q1 
2017, and this excludes those who attended the Intensive, which took it up to 100 trainees. 
This includes 27 in Lagos, Nigeria. Alumni in Cape Town see our direct involvement as a 
window of opportunity, and are being more deeply equipped to take this forward. 

!  

We have been VERY busy with training in 2017, covering a lot of roles: 
• Hospitality 
• Training facilitator 
• Training coordinator 
• Marking / grading homework assignments for nearly 60 people each week 
• Training trainers, slowly 
• Updating the Facilitator Handbook 
• Updating The Consultant Manual  
• Reviewing and modifying videos 
• Making lots of change to the i-Learning site to make it more friendly and effective. 

We train four nights a week in locations about an hour apart from each other. Most nights 
we are back around 11 pm. People are being deeply impacted by the training.  

We kept the price low in favor of volume and momentum, starting at R1,000 for 101, then 
R1,250 for 102, and ratcheting up each month. The Nigeria candidates are not paying 
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(unless they drop out). They are, however, doing a work-exchange to support The Kingdom 
Summit, which will be the client assignment for training. We are excited about this. 

Training Trainers 

We have a number of people who have stepped forward to be trained in leading PODs: 

1. David Ebenezer: Lagos 

2. Gary Prothero, Francois Steyn, Carl Morris, Mark Kelly: Somerset West 

3. Jari and Jasper Esterhuizen, Rob Schermbrucker, Allan Pike: Southern Suburbs 

4. Cliff Stewart: Melkbosstrand  

5. Frik van Rensburg, Nissi Ekpott: Durbanville. 

6. Sylvia Strauss: Hermanus (we have five people driving about 50 miles each week 

from this small town; the plan is full training there in 2018).  

!  

2017 Intensive – a look into the “next” year 
Most of our participants were from SA. Ellen and Rick Reinig came with Debbie Jordan 

from SoCal. It was an intense Intensive, not just because of the schedule. Participants 

came with various levels of expectation, perspective and need, and it took most of the week 

for some to get to a point of breakthrough. We are thankful to all who prayed. One of the 
recurring themes was husband-wife partnering. It is always a highlight to see people get 

fresh purpose for their businesses. 
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Lyn should have four attendees at the Heartistry Experience in France from the Intensive, 
so there was some cross-pollination. 

!  
The	handsome	crew	from	the	March	2017	Intensive:	Geology,	Property	Development,	Interna,onal	Tax	&	Finance,	Car	Rental,	Glazing,	

Welding…	and	a	well-disguised	accountant	with	a	na,onal	lending	library	for	home	schoolers.	

Bizcipleship 
We decided to not re-invest in the app as it would involve 
an expensive rewrite. We are exploring daily updates to a 
Podcast format (which would mean audio recordings of 
daily stories, with some flair/color added, of course).  
Gareth posts daily in Instagram, and these posts go 
through to the Facebook page.  

The website is still good, but the performance needs 
some tweaks.  

On the content front, I am reorganizing what is there, and adding content to get to 36 to 
40 months of content. It is a fair amount of work, but it is being framed out, and the 40 
months are in sight. 

My thought, then, is to make it freely available to all alumni, and others, and cross-share 
rēp products rather than try to monetize the site itself. We need a lot more traction before 
monetizing, particularly getting people to start using it for discipling others.  

ACTION: If there is a WordPress-literate alumni who wants to work with me on this, 
please reach out to me. 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The i4 Center 
For various reasons, we have decided to do a “soft launch” of this, sharing the information 
in small groups as we have progressed. We do not see the need to do a big announcement 

for the foreseeable future. Why wait? We do not want to 

make a splash, which will be linked to an office location, 

until we have secured the office for the long term. This is 
still being worked on. Jaco Rossouw is our sole intern 

right now – he is doing a great job. 

The website is live: http://thei4center.com  

We have noticed groups coming in from nations: so far we have had delegations from 
Namibia and Nigeria, with Angolans due to come soon. 

!  

!  

My personal sense is that this is a foretaste of an increased emphasis on the 
“Transforming Society” aspect of our “Repurposing Business—Transforming Society®” 

mandate. 

ACTION: Feeling called to Cape Town for a season? Talk to me.  
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Transforming Society 
We met with the Vine Associates board in early April and have a shared sense that 
Transforming Society will have an increasing emphasis going forward. I am working on a 

whole new training on this… interested? It will take a team of about six people some 

months to complete. Message me if you would like to work on this. 

Staffing 

Gareth remains part-time; Linda has moved 
on to her new business, Appertaste, and they 

are using this to foster community. Linda 

and Gareth continue to lead South Bay 

training. 

Linh Ly took a sabbatical, and has now 

joined Kim Wilson’s staff. Linh continues to 

coordinate prayer for rēp, however. She and Lily Wang are leading the charge on this. 

Annie Gaudette continues with the bookkeeping. 

In South Africa, we increased the paid involvement of Carla and Sean Olivier. She is doing 

admin for training and intensives, and he is doing the technical (admin) work on i-
Learning for training. This is an investment in having a longer-term admin capability. We 

have a handful of rēp alumni in SA committing to monthly financial support.  

2017 Outlook 

How is the 2017 calendar shaping up? 

• Jan: POD leader training, recruiting. Held talks, events, gatherings at The i4 
Center and around Cape Town. Prepared for training in Feb. 

• Feb: Started training in 4 locations in SA, plus in Lagos (101 Class) 
o Durbanville, Cape Town, Somerset West, Melkbosstrand, Lagos 
o Our largest intake ever: over 90 trainees 

• March 
o 102 Class 
o Exec Intensive was held in Cape Town 5-10 
o Mid-March, Lyn in Bay Area, then visited Cynthia for a week in Hawaii. 
o March 26, Brett back in the Bay Area. Will be there until April 13.  

• April 
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o A US rēp gathering in Bay Area: about 60 signed up so far. 
o We are visiting Seattle (April 4-6) and LA (Apr 6-8) 
o April 13, return to Cape Town, via the East Coast. One week with James, 

Jessy, Caleb and Carter 
o Last week: Lyn teaches a week in France with YWAM DTS 
o Lagos training continues throughout April 

• May: more rēp training in South Africa: 103 Class 
• June: Heartistry in France until June 11 

o Send your friends to Heartistry… or come yourself 
o Gathering all trainees in SA, June 25 

• July: a visit to East Coast to see family. Back in the Bay Area to do Transforming 
Society Training 

• August: back in SA; 104 Class 
• Sept: more training… 105 Class  

o Considering a Big Weekend in SA ~ need US alumni to come and speak 
• October:  

o Possible SA visit from Natchi and Tina 
o The Kingdom Summit. Graduate our Lagos trainees at TKS. Continue to 

explore growing the work there. 
o Need alumni to participate on Lagos team 

• November: wrap up our lease on the Cape Town condo 
o Gareth & Linda considering leading a team to Cape Town… Venture, Blitz, 

Prayer, or general help in The i4 Center. Want to come to Cape Town? 
• December: we will be home in the USA for Christmas… that’s our plan. 

Ventures and Trips 
SA: nothing planned for 2017, except through The i4 Center.  

India: they are keen on their 10th Venture. It depends on having a US/visiting leader to 

spearhead this, and local hosting company. Further discussion needed. We will follow 
Virendra and Bernard’s lead on this, but are tentatively targeting Q1 or Q2 2018. 

Nigeria: Kingdom Summit in October 2017. See earlier Nigeria discussion. 

Morocco: Fady and Nader continue to work there and will keep us posted. 

Exec Intensive: might add a second Intensive in 2017, if there is a cohort of paying clients. 

Heartistry Seminars 
France: June 2 - June 10, 2017. About 11 people are confirmed, so far. 
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Lyn has been doing more videos, building her following little by little. She has had great 
joy speaking to church leaders recently on the topic.  

Community Building 
We are working on a Sunday afternoon gathering or our rēp 

Community in June 2017 (South Africa); this will be our first 

in South Africa for a long time. We are also considering an 

Alumni Weekend in August/Sept/Oct. We will invite overseas 

participants to come to this. Gareth and Linda are keen to 
bring a team of new trainees to SA later in the year. 

ACTION: Plan to join us in South Africa for The Big 

Weekend, or a special training weekend. Ping me for dates… 

we are aiming for the last weekend in August.  

Thanks to Gareth and Linda for what they have been doing gathering alumni in the Bay 

Area. Thanks to Lily Wang and Liny Ly for continuing to hold monthly prayer gatherings. 

rēp Marketplace Mentors 
We identified first and second waves of MPMs, and 

went through a fairly thorough ranking and evaluation 

before we reached out to a group of people and then 
commissioned the first group in February 2016. This 

concept needs some more nurturing. Don and Margie 

Cook are our most organic MPMs, roving and 

ministering to the rēp community as they travel. 

We plan to keep working on the “rollout” of this to 

other locations; watch this space.  
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Financial Overview 
The following highlights will help give a picture. In short: 

Income 
General Fund giving is down significantly. 

• Income was down 39% - $82k (net, after increase in Johnson support of $60k) 

o No Venture: - $35k 

o Big Weekend - $8k 

o Expenses were lower by 51%  

• Support for the Johnsons in 2016 was $60k through the year-end, but has tailed off 

somewhat post-December.  

• Unless there are Ventures, income may remain low. 

• SA income is increasing (off a zero base) 

o Training income should be around R300,000. 

o Monthly giving about R40,000 p.a. 

Scholarships 

$ 3,000 was awarded in scholarships in 2016 ($8,263 in 2015). There was $3,000 donated 
into the scholarship fund in the US in 2016. Six of the trainees in South Africa were on 

scholarships.  

Investment opportunities 
ACTION: This whole section is an Alumni Action section. 

There are areas we would deploy funds, if we have them. Some of these have only become 
apparent this year. 

1. Scholarship fund for people in SA: $1,000 will get someone through the training 

cycle in SA. There are many who cannot afford this. I would like to have 10 

scholarships available going forward. 

2. Computer bank/lending library for trainees: We suspect about 8 people did not 

train as they could not apply… why? You need a computer to do so. In fact, it is 

hard to complete the class without a laptop. (One trainee is currently doing all of his 

assignments on his rather limited cell phone.) I would like 10 internet-ready laptops 
on hand to loan out. 
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3. Transforming Society Project: I would like to have a team in The i4 Center in 
May/June in Tygervalley (Cape Town) to work on preparing the training materials 

for this next level of rēp training. There will be expenses relating to this, including 

graphics, video production and printing… possibly travel and accommodation if 

people come from overseas. Budget best-guess estimates:  

a. Getting a new book out (InDesign), 3 weeks (June) $2,000 

b. Book printing (200), $2,000 

c. Creating the Transforming Society Training Course, $ t.b.d.  

d. Creating an online learning course (on an e-Learning platform), $2,000 

e. Video production of training (shooting and editing), $ t.b.d. 

f. Creating supporting assessments $1,000 

g. Setting up classes in South Africa and the US (summer)  

h. Filtering applicants (from alumni) 

i. Travel and accommodation for visiting TS Intern (2 months). $ 3,000 

j. Social Media, not for the product, but as an integral part of transformational 

initiatives: how to create conversations with societies being transformed. $ t.b.d. 

4. Podcasting Project 

a. Spend a month or three at The i4 Center working on setting up, recording and 
publishing podcasts.  

5. Staff Support 

a. At a recent prayer time in Seattle, there was a picture of a large, distributed support 
staff. Even volunteers and interns cost money to house, travel, and, in some cases, 
office. Consider making a monthly contribution to support staff. (We have interns 

volunteering right now, so the opportunity is real.) 

!  

Gathering	of	people	interested	in	rēp	in	Lagos:	October	2016  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Where you can help 

To make it easy for you to plan ahead, here is a Summary of Action Items. 

1. Training 

a. ACTION: If you are a rēp alumni, then whether at your church, your 

business, your small group… you can lead training where you are. As long as 

you can press Play and Pause on the videos (and facilitate a conversation) 

you can do it. What would it look like if you helped others learn from your rēp 

training? You would be refreshed in the process. 

2. 2018 Executive Intensive 

a. ACTION: Alumni, choose your favorite exec, and come with them to SA late 

March in 2018. Think of one of those “S/he will never go through 20 weeks of 

training, but one week in the winelands of South Africa…” and invite them, 

now. http://www.repurposing.biz/executiveintensive has more details. 

3. India Venture, 2018 

a. ACTION: Never been on a Venture? Plan to come to India in about March 

2018. Dates to be confirmed. Contact Virendra (US) or Bernard (India) for 

details.  

4. The Kingdom Summit 

a. ACTION: Plan to join us at the 2017 Summit, the week of October 10-16. It is 

an unforgettable experience. 

5. Bizcipleship 

a. ACTION: If there is a WordPress-literate alumni who wants to work with me 
on this, please reach out to me. Imagine 36 months of story-based teaching 
that will transform working people.  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6. The Big Weekend, South Africa 

a. ACTION: Plan to join us in South Africa for The Big Weekend, or a special 

training weekend.  

b. Or, help scholarship SA trainees to attend the weekend. Send a few South 

Africans to camp! 

7. Investment Opportunities: if your passport has expired but you still have checks in 

the checkbook, consider some of these “good soil” opportunities. 

a. Scholarship Fund for trainees 

b. Laptops for trainees 

c. Transforming Society training  

d. Podcasting set-up and production. 

e. Staff support. 

 
Thanks for reading… 

Let me know if you enjoyed this review of 2016 and preview of 2017. Drop me an email 

with any comments or questions -- brettj@inst.net. And, please, pray about at least once 

action item for the coming year.  

In closing, let me share something I have been pondering of late. Jesus spoke of sowing 

and reaping, and from this we infer “The Law of Sowing and Reaping.” In the verse that 

precedes this topic, Jesus said, “My food is to do the will of the one who sent me and to 

complete his work.” The truth that has struck me of late is what I call, “The Law of Do and 

Finish.” Starting is easy; continuing to do, until finished, is another. “Repurposing 

Business” – we have made a start. “Transforming Society” – it is the season to do and 

finish. 
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I encourage you to decide what these three kingdom principles should look like in your life 

in the next 12 months. 

 With appreciation, 

!     

Brett & Lyn Johnson and the Vine Associates, Inc. Board. 

A Special Word from the Board 

Dear friends and partners, 

The Board of Vine Associates is excited about the expansion of the rēp mission and 

the multiplying number of impactful business ministries.  As we have discussed and 

prayed over this time, we believe we are seeing the beginning of moving from repurposing 

individual businesses to the foundations of transforming societies.  Although much of 

this is happening on the other side of the world from many of us, the progress is real. 

We are writing this letter asking for your generous and wise help in sustaining Brett 

and Lyn in these efforts. Thousands have benefitted from the leadership and service of 

Brett and Lyn and they have literally given all to this work. During 2016, they 

transitioned to South Africa for a season, establishing The i4 Center and continuing 

development of our global networks.  

Brett is stewarding many potential clients as well as the integration of new leaders 

into the rēp family. He and Lyn have always advocated and will continue to pursue self-

sustaining modalities for the mission. There is much spiritual warfare as they pursue 

opportunities that could fund their work and have significant spiritual impact in Africa. 

Even as they labor, they offer equipping at highly discounted rates and work at securing 

scholarship funds, just as the report enumerates.  
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Brett and Lyn deserve our generous support for their living and travel expenses 

during this season. They have eschewed personal fundraising in favor sacrificial service 

and for this, we honor their humility. But laborers in the kingdom are worthy of their 

hire and Brett and Lyn qualify before the Lord.  

Over the years, Brett and Lyn’s excellence and generosity cause some to think that 

they possess huge personal wealth or access to unending resources. For years, Brett and 

Lyn have led this mission from rented facilities and trusted the Lord month by month for 

sustenance of the mission and their household. There personal sacrifices are many and 

they never boast about anything but what the Lord has done.  

Thank you for joining us is this mission. Please read and reread the great 2016 

report and seek the Lord about your part in the mission, including supporting new 

participants and facilitating Brett and Lyn’s leadership. When Brett and Lyn returned to 

South Africa last year, we had a goal to raise $10,000 per month to sustain them and 

their ministry for 3 years.  We achieved this for six months, but are now at about $5,000 

per month.  We are thankful for all who gave, and ask that you continue your 

commitment and consider increasing through the next 2 years.  For those that have not 

given, know that any amount is welcome.  It can be a one-time gift of $100, $200, or 

$5,000, or a monthly gift of $50/$100/$200 or as the Lord leads you.    

You may give in the following ways: 

Online: http://vineassociates.org/brett-lyn-in-africa (See the drop-down menu 

labeled Finances) 

By Check/Mail: 

With your donation, enclose a note for rēp South Africa.   Send donations to: 

Vine Associates 

c/o Annie Gaudette 

3777 Fujiyama Way 

Redding, CA 96001 

Thank you for prayerfully considering this request,  

The Board of Vine Associates 
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